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Abstract 
 
Enhancing Performance of Reinforcement Learning Models in the 
Presence of Noisy Rewards 
 
Aashish Kumar, M.S.E. 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2019 
 
Supervisor:  John J. Hasenbein 
 
Reinforcement learning models learn the optimal policy by interacting with the 
environment and observing the states and rewards. If the rewards that the model observes 
are noisy then learning an optimal policy becomes a difficult task. We present an 
approach that can enhance the performance of reinforcement learning models in the 
presence of noisy rewards. Along with the standard reinforcement learning model, we 
propose to use a noise filter which estimates the true reward that the model should 
receive. The noise filter is designed using a non-linear approximator. Through various 
experiments we demonstrate that this approach improves the performance of the model in 
the presence of noisy rewards. 
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1. Introduction  
Sequential decision making is one of the core areas of machine learning. The goal 
in these problems is to find out the best action to take in the state of the environment, 
which helps in maximizing the reward. One of the core assumptions in such models is 
representation of the environment via a Markov process. Over the years, a number of 
methods have been developed to solve the problem of sequential decision making. Most 
of these methods involve learning a policy by evaluating it on the environment and 
updating the policy accordingly. This mimics how most of the animals learn, by 
interacting with the environment and iteratively correcting their action. This process of 
learning a policy by interacting with the environment and improving it is called 
reinforcement learning.  
Reinforcement learning problems have been generally difficult to solve. They are 
different from supervised learning problems where the labels for the correct classes are 
already given. In reinforcement learning, no such label for correct action is present. 
Instead, the decision maker only receives the reward for a particular action. There can be 
many actions for a state, and each action will further lead to a different sample path. This 
makes the problem very difficult to solve. 
There have been a lot of techniques developed to solve the problems in 
reinforcement learning. Value-based iteration, policy-based iteration, Q-learning - all 
these methods iteratively evaluate the policy and improve it. From now on we will use 
the term agent to refer to someone who is interacting with the environment. When 
learning a policy, the agent is interacting with environment, taking action, improving the 
policy and accumulating rewards. Generally, the environment has different type of noises 
present in it, which are difficult to take into account. Reinforcement learning algorithms 
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are vulnerable to these types of noisy environments. Recently, researchers have started 
focusing their work on making these policies more robust to different kinds of noise that 
could be present in the environment. 
In standard reinforcement learning algorithms, we assume that the reward we are 
getting from the environment is noiseless. However, that may not always be the case. The 
sensors that collect information could be affected by physical conditions or there could be 
an adversary present which could be perturbing the rewards. In this report, we will try to 
solve this type of problem and develop an approach which could boost learning when 
there is noise in the data. 
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2. Literature Review 
Recent studies have focused on making reinforcement learning algorithms more 
robust to noise. Pinto et al. 2017 [1] proposes learning the policies in the presence of an 
adversary where the goal of the adversary is to minimize the rewards. They call their 
method robust adversarial reinforcement learning (RARL). In this model the adversary 
also performs an action with the goal to minimize the reward. This essentially results in a 
max-min problem where the adversary is minimizing the reward and agent is trying to 
maximize the reward. This results in robust policies which perform well even when the 
environment parameters change. However, this method ultimately focuses on modifying 
the state or observation of the environment.   
In another paper by Pattanaik et al. 2017 [2], the adversary tries to fool the agent 
into thinking that it is in a state that leads to the worst possible action for its current state. 
This makes the model robust to parameter uncertainties.  
Wang et al. 2018 [3], works on making reinforcement learning algorithms robust 
in the presence of noisy rewards. They study a specific noisy reward model which they 
describe as perturbed rewards, where the observed rewards are generated according to a 
reward confusion matrix. They develop an algorithm that iteratively learns the confusion 
matrix, and uses it to estimate another reward, which they call the surrogate reward. They 
use this surrogate reward to improve their policy. 
 In this report, we will generate noisy rewards using the approach outlined by 
Wang et al. 2018 [3]. However, instead of estimating the matrix, we will instead try to 
directly learn what the true reward is using a non-linear approximator and use it to learn 
our policy. We will evaluate our model in the presence of this noisy reward and show that 
it is able to learn faster than the general model where this non-linear approximator is not 
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present. The non-linear approximator for estimating reward will be modelled using a 
neural network. For the purpose of experimentation and results, we will be using two 
models, the Deep Q-learning model [4] and the Double Deep Q-learning model, to learn 
the policy in the presence of noise and we will be using the cartpole-environment 
provided by OpenAI. 
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3. Methodology 
In this section, we describe the reinforcement learning algorithms that we used for 
our experiments. We also explain how the noise is generated and the environment that we 
used. 
3.1 DEEP Q-LEARNING 
The first algorithm we used is the Deep Q-learning algorithm. This is essentially 
the Q-learning method that is approximated using a function approximator which in this 
case is a neural network. In Q-learning, we calculate the Q-factors for state-action pairs 
and update them as we take action in that state. Q-factors are updated iteratively based on 
the reward that we get. The update equations are 
 𝑄"#$(𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑄"(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝜆 -𝑟(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛾 max3∈5(6) 𝑄"(𝑠7, 𝑎) − 𝑄"(𝑠, 𝑎)9, 
 
where 
 𝑠 is the current state of the environment, 
 𝑎 is the action taken, 
 𝑟(𝑠, 𝑎) is the reward for taking action 𝑎 in state 𝑠, 
 𝑠′ is the next state environment transitions to on taking action 𝑎 in state 𝑠, 
 𝛾 is the discount factor, 
 𝜆 is the learning rate. 
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Q-learning is an off-policy algorithm as it uses the greedy policy for calculating 
Q-factors, whereas, the policy that is used to interact with environment is ϵ-greedy. The 
value of ϵ is decreased iteratively by a factor of 0.995, and the Q-factors are guaranteed 
to converge in the limit of infinite exploration under appropriate technical conditions. 
Since the state space could be infinite, storing the Q-factor corresponding to every 
state is infeasible. Therefore, we use a function approximator to represent Q-factors. We 
use neural networks function approximators which are non-linear. This allows us to 
calculate Q-factors for every state-action pair. In this method, we iteratively update the 
weights of the neural network based on the reward we get for taking the action. We 
calculate the gradient of the loss function and use it to update the weights. The gradients 
are calculated as follows: 
  ∆𝑤 = 𝜆 >𝑟 + 𝛾 max37∈5(6) 𝑞(𝑠7, 𝑎′, 𝑤) − 𝑞(𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑤)@ ∇B𝑞(𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑤), 
where 𝑤 is a vector which represents the weights of the non-linear approximator 
function, which is here a neural network. 
In Q-learning, the next Q-factor to update is the state in which the environment 
transitions into. Because of this, the samples are correlated and this creates problems 
while learning the weights of neural network. Mnih et al. 2015 [4] showed in their 
seminal work that they can overcome this problem of correlation by drawing samples 
from a replay buffer. They call this technique experience replay. The replay buffer stores 
the tuple of current state, action, reward and next state, as the policy is run through the 
environment. Then it randomly draws a sample from this replay buffer and uses this 
sample to update the weight of the neural network. This random sampling essentially 
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minimizes the correlation between samples and helps stabilize the neural network 
function approximator. 
We also use an exploration-exploitation strategy while deciding the action to take 
in the current state. We use the ϵ-greedy strategy while deciding the action. The value of 
this ϵ is decreased after every episode ends. It is multiplied by a decay factor of 0.995 
after every episode ends. This is needed because initially our function approximator for 
Q-values is not correct. Hence, we need to explore more actions. As we interact more 
with the environment and update our weights for the function approximator, it becomes 
more reliable and gives more stable values. Hence, we reduce exploration and our policy 
starts to resemble the greedy policy.  
 
3.2 DOUBLE Q-LEARNING 
The Q-learning algorithm suffers from the problem of maximization bias. A 
maximum over estimated values is used implicitly as an estimate of the maximum values, 
which leads to significant bias. A primary problem is that we use the same Q-values to 
determine the maximizing action, and the Q-value of the action. We can solve this 
problem by dividing this process into two. One set of Q-values is used to determine the 
action and the other set is used to determine the value of that action. The update rule 
becomes:  
with 0.5 probability, set 𝑄"#$$ (𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑄"$(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝜆 C𝑟(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛾	𝑄"E(𝑠7, argmax3∈5(6) 𝑄"$(𝑠7, 𝑎)) − 𝑄"$(𝑠, 𝑎)H 
otherwise set 𝑄"#$E (𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑄"E(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝜆 C𝑟(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛾	𝑄"$(𝑠7, argmax3∈5(6) 𝑄"E(𝑠7, 𝑎)) − 𝑄"E(𝑠, 𝑎)H, 
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where 𝑄$ and 𝑄E are the two sets of Q-factors.  
We use the Double Deep Q-Learning algorithm as well for our experiment, a 
method which was proposed by Hasselt et al. 2015 [5]. This is a modified version of the 
double Q-learning algorithm. In this, we use neural networks as function approximators 
for the Q-values. We define two separate but similar neural networks to represent the two 
sets of Q-values. However, instead of updating weights of both the neural networks using 
the update equation, we update the weights of only one neural network. The weights of 
the second neural network are copied from the first neural network after every episode 
ends. The update equation for the weights of the first neural network are: ∆𝑤 = 𝜆I𝑟 + 𝛾	𝑞E(𝑠7, argmax37∈5(6) 𝑞(𝑠7, 𝑎7, 𝑤), 𝑤E) − 𝑞(𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑤)J∇B𝑞(𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑤), 
where 𝑤E represents the weight vector of second neural network and 𝑞E represents the Q-
factors of the second neural network. 
 
3.3 ENVIRONMENT USED 
In this report, we used the CartPole environment provided by the OpenAI 
repository. In this environment, a pole is attached by an un-actuated joint to a cart, which 
moves along a frictionless track. The pendulum starts upright, and the goal is to prevent it 
from falling over by modulating the cart’s velocity (see Figure 1). 
 
Figure 1: CartPole Environment 
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There are four states from the environment. The details are given in Table 1.  
 
Number Observation Min Max 
0 Cart Position -2.4 2.4 
1 Cart Velocity -Infinity Infinity 
2 Pole Angle ~ -41.8° ~ 41.8° 
3 Pole Velocity at Tip -Infinity Infinity 
Table 1: States of the CartPole Environment 
There are two actions that the policy can take. They are listed in Table 2. 
 
Number Action 
0 Push Cart to the left 
1 Push Cart to the right 
Table 2: Action of the CartPole Environment 
The reward is 1 for every step taken except for the case when the episode 
terminates, then there is a reward of -1. Any episode terminates when any of the three 
conditions listed in Table 3 occurs. 
 
1. Pole angle is more than 12° or less than -12° 
2. Cart position is more than 2.4 or less than -2.4 
3. Episode length is greater than 500 
Table 3: Episode Termination Criteria 
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3.4 NOISY REWARD GENERATION PROCESS 
We generate noisy rewards by using the process described in Wang et al. 2018 
[3]. In this framework, each reward level can be perturbed into any other reward level. 
The noise rate controls the magnitude of perturbation. However, the noise rate is 
unknown to the model that we develop to filter the noise. For the CartPole environment, 
there are two reward levels 1, and -1. So the reward set is {-1,1}. Hence, the noise in the 
reward flips the reward level. For example, if the true reward is 1 and the noise rate is 
0.2, then with 0.2 probability the true reward will be flipped to -1. 
 
3.5 NOISE FILTERING PROCESS 
One way to filter the noise would be to calculate the number and type of reward 
that we get for each state-action pair, and then use it to calculate the probability of each 
reward level. The reward level with highest probability will be used to update the Q-
factors. However, this involves storing rewards corresponding to each state-action pair. 
When the state space is infinite, such a method is infeasible as it will require storing the 
reward corresponding to every state. To overcome this problem, we use a function 
approximator to represent the reward function. This function approximator will estimate 
the probability of each reward level for every state-action pair. We then use the reward 
level with the highest estimated probability. We use a neural network as the function 
approximator for the reward function. 
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4. Experimentation and Results 
In this section, we describe the experiments performed and the results obtained. 
We also describe the architecture of the neural network model used in our experiments. 
4.1 DEEP Q-LEARNING MODEL 
The first reinforcement learning model we used to learn the policy is the Deep Q-
Learning model. The model learns the policy in the presence of the noisy rewards. Noisy 
rewards are generated according to the method explained in section 3.4.  We also develop 
a second Deep Q-Learning model which learns the policy using a noise filter for the 
noisy rewards. We compare the performance of these two models for different noise 
rates. 
The Deep Q-Learning model we develop has two hidden layers with 24 nodes 
each. The activation function we use is rectangular linear unit, ReLU. The output layer 
has a linear activation function and it has two nodes, corresponding to the two actions 
that it can take. We get the noisy reward from the environment. We then use this 
information to update the weights of the neural network as described in section 3.1. We 
also use experience replay in this model to improve the model stability.  
To filter the noise, we develop a neural network. It has two hidden layers. The 
first hidden layer has 24 nodes, and the second hidden layer has 10 nodes. The activation 
function for both the layers is ReLU. The output layer has two nodes and its activation 
function is sigmoid. The output represents the probability for each reward level, {-1,1}. 
The reward level with the highest probability is selected to represent the reward of the 
environment and it is used to update the Deep Q-Learning model. 
We run our experiment with different noise rates and observe the number of steps 
each episode lasts. We run each experiment ten times and calculate the average number 
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of steps for each episode. We also calculate the standard deviation. The results and plots 
for the Deep Q-Learning model are shown in Figures 2 to 8 below.  
 
 
Figure 2: Noise Power = 0.1, Number of steps each episode lasts (higher the better) 
 
Figure 3: Noise Power = 0.2, Number of steps each episode lasts (higher the better) 
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Figure 4: Noise Power = 0.3, Number of steps each episode lasts (higher the better) 
 
Figure 5: Noise Power = 0.4, Number of steps each episode lasts (higher the better) 
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Figure 6: Noise Power = 0.5, Number of steps each episode lasts (higher the better) 
 
Figure 7: Noise Power = 0.6, Number of steps each episode lasts (higher the better) 
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Figure 8: Noise Power = 0.8, Number of steps each episode lasts (higher the better) 
 
As we can see from the plots, when the noise power is less than 0.5, our model 
which filters the noise does a better job at balancing the pole for longer durations. It 
learns a better policy than the model which has no filter for the noise. Thus, our noise 
reduction filter implemented using the neural network does a decent job of predicting the 
true reward when the noise power is less than 0.5. When the noise power is greater than 
or equal to 0.5, then the filter fails to work because it can not distinguish between true 
rewards and noisy rewards. Hence, the performance deteriorates as the noise power is 
raised to levels above 0.5. 
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4.2 DOUBLE DEEP Q-LEARNING MODEL 
We ran our experiment with the Double Deep Q-Learning model as well. The 
structure of the neural network is same as the one used for the Deep Q-Learning model, 
mentioned in section 4.1. However, for Double DQN we use two neural networks with 
the same architecture. One network is used to decide the action whereas the other is used 
to evaluate the value, as explained in section 3.2. The weights of the second network 
(which is used to evaluate the value) are updated after every episode ends, and the 
weights are copied from the first neural network (which is used to evaluate action). The 
process of creating the noise and filtering it remains the same as the one used for Deep Q-
Learning and is explained in section 4.1. 
We collect results for different noise powers, both with noise and filtering the 
noise. The plots are shown in Figures 9 to 15 below. 
 
 
Figure 9: Noise Power = 0.1, Number of steps each episode lasts, Double DQN model 
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Figure 10: Noise Power = 0.2, Number of steps each episode lasts, Double DQN model 
 
Figure 11: Noise Power = 0.3, Number of steps each episode lasts, Double DQN model 
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Figure 12: Noise Power = 0.4, Number of steps each episode lasts, Double DQN model 
 
Figure 13: Noise Power = 0.5, Number of steps each episode lasts, Double DQN model 
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Figure 14: Noise Power = 0.6, Number of steps each episode lasts, Double DQN model 
 
Figure 15: Noise Power = 0.8, Number of steps each episode lasts, Double DQN model 
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Here also, we observe that our noise filter is doing a decent job of predicting the 
true rewards, when the noise rate is less than 0.5. However, when the noise rates are 
higher than 0.5 it fails to filter them out. Thus, our noise reduction model using the neural 
network works for cases when the noise power is less than 0.5 and our reinforcement 
learning model learns a policy that performs fairly well in the face of noisy 
measurements. 
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5. Conclusion and Future Work 
The experiments performed in this report confirm that the model we used to filter 
the noisy rewards works. When the state-space is infinite, then modeling the noise filter 
for rewards through a function approximator is a feasible approach. In this report, we 
used a neural network to model the noise filter. When the noise power was less than 0.5, 
then the noise filter was doing a good job of predicting the true reward. Our 
reinforcement learning model showed superior performance when we included the filter 
for noisy reward in the model.  
In the future, we would like to address the case where the noise power is more 
than 0.5. In this case, we would like to give some additional information to the filter 
model about the structure of the noise, so that it can distinguish between true rewards and 
noisy rewards. We would also like to cover more reinforcement learning models and 
show that the noise filter works for them as well. We would also like to investigate other 
types of noises as well, which can contribute to the noisy rewards. Furthermore, it would 
be interesting to evaluate our model in complex environments like Humanoid walker 
environments or Atari games, and validate the usefulness of our approach in these 
environments. 
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Appendices 
APPENDIX A. CODE FOR DEEP Q-LEARNING MODEL WITH NOISY REWARD FILTER  
 
import random 
import gym 
import numpy as np 
from collections import deque 
from keras.models import Sequential 
from keras.layers import Dense 
from keras.optimizers import Adam 
 
 
from scores.score_logger import ScoreLogger 
 
import pandas as pd 
 
ENV_NAME = "CartPole-v1" 
 
GAMMA = 0.95 
LEARNING_RATE = 0.001 
 
MEMORY_SIZE = 1000000 
BATCH_SIZE = 20 
 
EXPLORATION_MAX = 1.0 
EXPLORATION_MIN = 0.01 
EXPLORATION_DECAY = 0.995 
 
class DQNSolver: 
 
    def __init__(self, observation_space, action_space): 
        self.exploration_rate = EXPLORATION_MAX 
 
        self.action_space = action_space 
        self.memory = deque(maxlen=MEMORY_SIZE) 
 
        self.model = Sequential() 
        self.model.add(Dense(24, input_shape=(observation_space,), activation="relu")) 
        self.model.add(Dense(24, activation="relu")) 
        self.model.add(Dense(self.action_space, activation="linear")) 
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        self.model.compile(loss="mse", optimizer=Adam(lr=LEARNING_RATE)) 
 
    def remember(self, state, action, reward, next_state, done): 
        self.memory.append((state, action, reward, next_state, done)) 
 
    def act(self, state): 
        if np.random.rand() < self.exploration_rate: 
            return random.randrange(self.action_space) 
        q_values = self.model.predict(state) 
        return np.argmax(q_values[0]) 
 
    def experience_replay(self): 
        if len(self.memory) < BATCH_SIZE: 
            return 
        batch = random.sample(self.memory, BATCH_SIZE) 
        for state, action, reward, state_next, terminal in batch: 
            q_update = reward 
            if not terminal: 
                q_update = (reward + GAMMA * np.amax(self.model.predict(state_next)[0])) 
            q_values = self.model.predict(state) 
            q_values[0][action] = q_update 
            self.model.fit(state, q_values, verbose=0) 
        self.exploration_rate *= EXPLORATION_DECAY 
        self.exploration_rate = max(EXPLORATION_MIN, self.exploration_rate) 
 
    def save_model(self): 
        self.model.save('my_model_filtered_noisy_reward.h5') 
 
 
class RewardPredictor: 
 
    def __init__(self,input_shape,output_shape): 
        self.input_shape = input_shape 
        self.output_shape = output_shape 
 
        self.model = Sequential() 
        self.model.add(Dense(24, input_shape=(self.input_shape,), activation="relu")) 
        self.model.add(Dense(10, activation="relu")) 
        self.model.add(Dense(self.output_shape, activation="sigmoid")) 
        self.model.compile(loss="binary_crossentropy", 
optimizer=Adam(lr=LEARNING_RATE)) 
 
    def fit(self,state,reward): 
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        self.model.fit(state, reward, verbose=0) 
 
    def predict(self,state): 
        reward = self.model.predict(state) 
        if reward > 0.5: 
            reward = 1 
        else: 
            reward = -1 
        return reward 
 
    def save_model(self): 
        self.model.save('my_model_reward_predictor.h5') 
 
 
env = gym.make(ENV_NAME) 
score_logger = ScoreLogger(ENV_NAME) 
observation_space = env.observation_space.shape[0] 
action_space = env.action_space.n 
dqn_solver = DQNSolver(observation_space, action_space) 
reward_noise_remover = RewardPredictor(observation_space + 1,1) 
run = 0 
""" 
Implement the noisy reward 
set the noise power noise_power 
""" 
noise_power = 0.5 
reward_space = [-1,1] 
counter_to_use_reward = 0 
dont_count = False 
print_flag = True 
while True: 
    run += 1 
    state = env.reset() 
    state = np.reshape(state, [1, observation_space]) 
    step = 0 
    while True: 
        step += 1 
        action = dqn_solver.act(state) 
        state_next, reward, terminal, info = env.step(action) 
        reward = reward if not terminal else -reward 
        state_next = np.reshape(state_next, [1, observation_space]) 
        ## Generate noisy reward 
        random_number = np.random.uniform(0,1,1) 
 25 
        if random_number < noise_power: 
            reward = -reward 
        ## 
        reward_noise_state = state_next 
        reward_noise_state = np.concatenate((reward_noise_state,action),axis=None) 
        reward_noise_state = np.reshape(reward_noise_state, [1, observation_space+1]) 
        ## Filter noise 
        old_reward = 1 if reward > 0 else 0 
        old_reward = np.reshape(old_reward, [1, 1]) 
        if not dont_count : 
            counter_to_use_reward += 1 
        if counter_to_use_reward > 1000: 
            if print_flag: 
                print('noise remover activated') 
                print_flag = False 
            dont_count = True 
            reward = reward_noise_remover.predict(reward_noise_state) 
        ## 
        reward_noise_remover.fit(reward_noise_state, old_reward) 
        dqn_solver.remember(state, action, reward, state_next, terminal) 
        state = state_next 
        if terminal: 
            print("Run: " + str(run) + ", exploration: " + str(dqn_solver.exploration_rate) + ", 
score: " + str(step)) 
            break 
        dqn_solver.experience_replay() 
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APPENDIX B. CODE FOR DOUBLE DEEP Q-LEARNING MODEL WITH NOISY REWARD 
FILTER  
 
import gym 
import random 
import numpy as np 
from collections import deque 
from keras.layers import Dense 
from keras.optimizers import Adam 
from keras.models import Sequential 
 
from scores.score_logger import ScoreLogger 
 
EPISODES = 300 
LEARNING_RATE = 0.001 
 
# Double DQN Agent for the Cartpole 
# it uses Neural Network to approximate q function 
# and replay memory & target q network 
class DoubleDQNAgent: 
    def __init__(self, state_size, action_size): 
        # if you want to see Cartpole learning, then change to True 
        self.render = False 
        self.load_model = False 
        # get size of state and action 
        self.state_size = state_size 
        self.action_size = action_size 
 
        # these is hyper parameters for the Double DQN 
        self.discount_factor = 0.99 
        self.learning_rate = 0.001 
        self.epsilon = 1.0 
        self.epsilon_decay = 0.999 
        self.epsilon_min = 0.01 
        self.batch_size = 64 
        self.train_start = 1000 
        # create replay memory using deque 
        self.memory = deque(maxlen=2000) 
 
        # create main model and target model 
        self.model = self.build_model() 
        self.target_model = self.build_model() 
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        # initialize target model 
        self.update_target_model() 
 
        if self.load_model: 
            self.model.load_weights("./save_model/cartpole_ddqn.h5") 
 
    # approximate Q function using Neural Network 
    # state is input and Q Value of each action is output of network 
    def build_model(self): 
        model = Sequential() 
        model.add(Dense(24, input_dim=self.state_size, activation='relu', 
                        kernel_initializer='he_uniform')) 
        model.add(Dense(24, activation='relu', 
                        kernel_initializer='he_uniform')) 
        model.add(Dense(self.action_size, activation='linear', 
                        kernel_initializer='he_uniform')) 
        model.summary() 
        model.compile(loss='mse', optimizer=Adam(lr=self.learning_rate)) 
        return model 
 
    # after some time interval update the target model to be same with model 
    def update_target_model(self): 
        self.target_model.set_weights(self.model.get_weights()) 
 
    # get action from model using epsilon-greedy policy 
    def get_action(self, state): 
        if np.random.rand() <= self.epsilon: 
            return random.randrange(self.action_size) 
        else: 
            q_value = self.model.predict(state) 
            return np.argmax(q_value[0]) 
 
    # save sample <s,a,r,s'> to the replay memory 
    def append_sample(self, state, action, reward, next_state, done): 
        self.memory.append((state, action, reward, next_state, done)) 
        if self.epsilon > self.epsilon_min: 
            self.epsilon *= self.epsilon_decay 
 
    # pick samples randomly from replay memory (with batch_size) 
    def train_model(self): 
        if len(self.memory) < self.train_start: 
            return 
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        batch_size = min(self.batch_size, len(self.memory)) 
        mini_batch = random.sample(self.memory, batch_size) 
 
        update_input = np.zeros((batch_size, self.state_size)) 
        update_target = np.zeros((batch_size, self.state_size)) 
        action, reward, done = [], [], [] 
 
        for i in range(batch_size): 
            update_input[i] = mini_batch[i][0] 
            action.append(mini_batch[i][1]) 
            reward.append(mini_batch[i][2]) 
            update_target[i] = mini_batch[i][3] 
            done.append(mini_batch[i][4]) 
 
        target = self.model.predict(update_input) 
        target_next = self.model.predict(update_target) 
        target_val = self.target_model.predict(update_target) 
 
        for i in range(self.batch_size): 
            # like Q Learning, get maximum Q value at s' 
            # But from target model 
            if done[i]: 
                target[i][action[i]] = reward[i] 
            else: 
                # the key point of Double DQN 
                # selection of action is from model 
                # update is from target model 
                a = np.argmax(target_next[i]) 
                target[i][action[i]] = reward[i] + self.discount_factor * ( 
                    target_val[i][a]) 
 
        # make minibatch which includes target q value and predicted q value 
        # and do the model fit! 
        self.model.fit(update_input, target, batch_size=self.batch_size, 
                       epochs=1, verbose=0) 
 
 
class RewardPredictor: 
 
    def __init__(self,input_shape,output_shape): 
        self.input_shape = input_shape 
        self.output_shape = output_shape 
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        self.model = Sequential() 
        self.model.add(Dense(24, input_shape=(self.input_shape,), activation="relu")) 
        self.model.add(Dense(10, activation="relu")) 
        self.model.add(Dense(self.output_shape, activation="sigmoid")) 
        self.model.compile(loss="binary_crossentropy", 
optimizer=Adam(lr=LEARNING_RATE)) 
 
    def fit(self,state,reward): 
        self.model.fit(state, reward, verbose=0) 
 
    def predict(self,state): 
        reward = self.model.predict(state) 
        if reward > 0.5: 
            reward = 1 
        else: 
            reward = -1 
        return reward 
 
    def save_model(self): 
        self.model.save('my_model_reward_predictor.h5') 
 
ENV_NAME = "CartPole-v1" 
env = gym.make(ENV_NAME) 
# get size of state and action from environment 
state_size = env.observation_space.shape[0] 
action_size = env.action_space.n 
 
score_logger = ScoreLogger(ENV_NAME) 
 
agent = DoubleDQNAgent(state_size, action_size) 
 
reward_noise_remover = RewardPredictor(state_size + 1,1) 
 
scores, episodes = [], [] 
run = 0 
 
""" 
Implement the noisy reward 
set the noise power noise_power 
""" 
noise_power = 0.8 
reward_space = [-1,1] 
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counter_to_use_reward = 0 
dont_count = False 
print_flag = True 
 
for e in range(EPISODES): 
    done = False 
    score = 0 
    state = env.reset() 
    state = np.reshape(state, [1, state_size]) 
    step = 0 
    run += 1 
    while not done: 
        step += 1 
        if agent.render: 
            env.render() 
 
        # get action for the current state and go one step in environment 
        action = agent.get_action(state) 
        next_state, reward, done, info = env.step(action) 
        next_state = np.reshape(next_state, [1, state_size]) 
 
        reward = reward if not done else -reward 
 
        random_number = np.random.uniform(0,1,1) 
        if random_number < noise_power: 
            reward = -reward 
 
        ## Noise Filtering Process 
 
        reward_noise_state = state 
        reward_noise_state = np.concatenate((reward_noise_state,action),axis=None) 
        reward_noise_state = np.reshape(reward_noise_state, [1, state_size+1]) 
 
        ## Filter noise 
        old_reward = 1 if reward > 0 else 0 
        old_reward = np.reshape(old_reward, [1, 1]) 
        if not dont_count : 
            counter_to_use_reward += 1 
        if counter_to_use_reward > 1000: 
            if print_flag: 
                print('noise remover activated') 
                print_flag = False 
            dont_count = True 
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            reward = reward_noise_remover.predict(reward_noise_state) 
 
        ## 
        reward_noise_remover.fit(reward_noise_state, old_reward) 
 
        ######## 
 
        # save the sample <s, a, r, s'> to the replay memory 
        agent.append_sample(state, action, reward, next_state, done) 
        # every time step do the training 
        agent.train_model() 
        score += reward 
        state = next_state 
 
        if done: 
            # every episode update the target model to be same with model 
            agent.update_target_model() 
            print("Run: " + str(run) + ", exploration: " + str(agent.epsilon) + ", score: " + 
str(step)) 
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